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What is the OECD approach?

Economic: rule of law is critical for functioning markets

Focus on public officials in 3 branches of power

1. **Instruments** - OECD Convention, Recommendations on conflict of interest, ethics...

2. **Monitoring** - members, accession, regional networks

3. **Data** - Government @ Glance...

4. **Comparative reports & guidance** - CleanGovBiz

5. **Policy dialogue**
2. Monitoring implementation of Convention on transnational bribery

Number of individuals and legal persons sanctioned or acquitted, 1999-2012


NOTE: Belgium has reported several convictions; however, data on domestic and foreign bribery cases have not, to date, been counted separately.

DPA= Deferred prosecution agreement; NPA= Non-prosecution agreement
3. Data

Level of disclosure of selected private interests

![Chart showing the level of disclosure of selected private interests across different categories and branches.](chart.png)
Comparative reports & policy dialogue

• Independence
• Integrity
• Transparency
• Accountability
Addressing emerging risks: illicit trade

- **Linking** anti-corruption and anti-money laundering measures with illicit trade
- A multi-disciplinary approach for building a framework for combatting corruption related to **trafficking in person**
- Knowledge gathering and **data** sharing about the origins, pathways and destinations of illicit activities

For more information please watch: [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULCo-iCxp5c](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULCo-iCxp5c)